In one of Parks's best novels, Shear (1993), the rich and, to most readers, alien dialect of a working stone quarry achieves something of Amis's verbal intensity, if not his humour. Here the nouveau roman (e.g., Butor's and Ollier's metaphysical mysteries) provides one surprising context and Thomas Bernhard another: see Parks's web-page for the debate between Adam Mars-Jones and Parks on the latter's adaptation of Bernhard's stylistic traits and attitudes.
Shear shares with, for instance, Jim Crace's best work, Being Dead (1999), a remarkably effective mode of micro-realism, made up of tiny, supposedly exact, details of real-world process the decay of human bodies in Crace (though Crace has declared that he made it all up) and the difference between one slice of rock and another in Parks, where he accounts precisely for his own (accurate) knowledge of industrialized geology. Both writers have many admirers, and many excellent reviews, but fewer readers than they seem to merit, because(?) neither writer belongs to (largely Londonbased) in-groups or circles; neither has come closer than short-list (once each) to the Big Prizes; nor, being late starters, has either been a Granta Young Writer.
A study like Fenwick's, where the obligation to introduce and briskly survey the work of a putatively major figure (one who, it is postulated, needs some intermediary critical assistance to be 'understood' and/or appreciated), must 'place' him cannily among his affinities, both ancient and contemporary. That Parks's contemporaries (born around 1950) constitute one of the richest of recent generations of English fiction-writers must be taken into account when making claims for an author less widely known (I agree) than he should be.
Fenwick scrupulously, if somewhat repetitively, provides so many quotes or paraphrases not only of other critics but also of Parks's views on his own writing that she praises him, it seems, for exactly what he wishes to be praised for. Perhaps she could occasionally go against the grain of Parks's self-understanding to make her own voice more audible.
Too recent for Fenwick to consider here is Parks's novel Judge Savage (2003) : the interior monologue of a Black Englishman, who, being a judge, has planted at least one foot in the Establishment; fate operates upon his complacent vices to whittle him down to size, unfairly, perhaps, but inevitably. John Banville's recent NYRB review is a notably favourable and conspicuously placed account; Banville's attempt to raise Parks's visibility links Parks to that circle of which Banville himself is a charter member the 'serious' writer, the 'Euro-Cosmopolitan' (like Bernhard, too), whose 'succès' is all too likely to be 'd'éstime.' (PATRICIA MERIVALE)
The author is not an art historian but rather someone who has written about Canadian art and culture and in the past has demonstrated a particular interest in ethnicity, multiculturalism, and gender issues. Initially Beverly J. Rasporich's focus is on Winnipeg artist Esther Warkov's connections to Winnipeg's famous north end and the artist's fascination with her own Jewish heritage. Certainly the titles of many of Warkov's paintings confirm such linkages, be they Rolling Home to Moses (1980) and Shutter Street Rabbi (1982-83) or Einstein Performing the Theory of Inequality .
The book is most interesting when the author addresses the art work directly, elaborating and explaining Warkov's multilayered content and often subversive and/or amusing messages in such works as Elsa Turning into Eve. No paean to Einstein, this is, in fact, a reference to Einstein's second wife, who according to Rasporich 'is reported to have looked after all of Einstein's domestic needs so that he might continue to do his scientific research without interruption.' In her more recent three-dimensional drawings, which Rasporich identifies, I thought distressingly, as 'Warkov's Mature Work' and which begin in the 1990s, Warkov continues her involvement with women's situation through a novelistic exploration of someone's personal history. It is Edgar Lee Masters and Thornton Wilder who seem to form the narrative prototypes for her staged displays. In House of Tea (1997-98) Warkov imagines the life of a turn-of-the-century woman whom we then see being lowered into her coffin. Warkov explains: 'The woman has since died and she is laid out in her coffin with her life experiences. This semi-liberated woman from the early twentieth century was very wealthy, talented and beautiful. As a member of the upper level of society she has experience in the rituals associated with the female members of her class; even in death she continues to pour tea from within her coffin. ' The book is less successful when the author attempts to establish Warkov's links to international Surrealism even though the artist is clearly uncomfortable with such connections. That paintings in the Medieval Renaissance Gort Collection at the Winnipeg Art Gallery are as likely a jumping-off point for Warkov's leaps of imagination and extended storytelling her The House of Cranach (1982-83) even specifically references paintings from that collection might have been more fruitful an area for exploration as well as Warkov's reliance on so many pre-twentieth-century artists as models and inspiration. The author's attempt to establish Warkov's postmodern bona fides also seemed strained, though Warkov is happy enough to go along with such pigeonholing. To one of the author's questions Warkov replies, 'You should pardon the expression PMS,' 'which is postmodern syndrome, but you know I could be considered in that realm of work.' This is a nice book with excellent reproductions of Warkov's art. It is hardly the author's fault that the editors chose to showcase Warkov's often monumental paintings and three dimensional drawings in such a small format (seven by ten inches). Nevertheless the illustrations do provide an extensive visual survey of Warkov's work from 1969 to 1998 ('Early and Middle Years Paintings' and 'Flat Drawings and Mature Work ThreeDimensional Drawings') which is both useful and enlightening. What is missing, and I think it is a serious omission, are examples of Warkov's earliest drawings, such as the well-known Portrait of Lydia (Winnipeg Art Gallery Collections) and the inclusion of any of her student work or other early paintings and drawings which date from the late 1950s and early 1960s, though some are mentioned. Providing a more Canadian and Manitoba context for understanding Warkov's art would have been rewarding, as there is a decidedly regional flavour to some of Warkov's endeavours which could have been more fully worked out. A passing reference to Ivan Eyre is all we get on the subject; Don Proch and Frans Visscher deserved further commentary. As well, a more complete exhibition history and deeper probing of Warkov's life story would have made the job easier for future researchers who wish to pursue Warkov some more. (MARILYN McDonald begins with his childhood in a land-based Cree community along the Athabasca River in northern Alberta. Hunting and trapping taught him the kind of survival that balances death and creativity and that still informs his art. He argues that Hollywood stereotypes have made it difficult for Canadian mainstream consciousness to interpret art in Native contexts. He combines his university education and his earlier learning on the land and in his blue-collar years as a pipefitter for SynCrude in Fort MacMurray to translate First Nations art to nonFirst Nations audiences, to create and sustain a meaningful dialogue between European and First Nations ideas, and to report, through his art, back to First Nations communities. He takes the pragmatic stance that nonFirst Nations peoples are in Canada to stay and that it is important both for Indigenous peoples xxxxxx
